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Briefing: Diving into the impact of salutogenic design on the architecture and interiors industry. This report also examines the use of biophilic design and its 
impact on our sense of wellbeing. 
Takeaway: As the wellness industry continues to grow through platforms like social media and the support of influencers, consumers are looking for ways to 
implement this lifestyle consistently in their daily routines. These consumers, generally consisting of Gen Z and Millennials, are seeking to slow down the pace 
of their busy lives and shift to focus on work-life-balance and mental health. As a result, they flock to products that are not only aesthetically pleasing but 
offer wellness-related benefits as well.

Top Insights

Scientific Stay Hospitality businesses are partnering with science experts to boost experience
Trend - Luxury travel brands are known to rely on unique activities to attract travelers and, most recently, the emphasis has fallen on science-backed experiences that combine education and wonder. Hotels are partnering 
up with scientists and experts to deliver involved and collaborative explorations of surrounding nature.  Insight - When going on vacation, contemporary consumers often look for activities that they can enjoy at their 
destination and much of this search is motivated by curiosity and the need to escape from the mundane. In this space, many are prioritizing activities that will allow them to learn and/or experience something new. This 
demand is usually driven by a desire to enrich one's life and when this is satisfied, consumers feel inspired and energized. 

Japandi Expansion Hybridization of Scandinavian & Japanese motifs is becoming prominent in design
Trend - Furniture brands and interior designers are combining stylistic influences from Japan and Scandinavian countries to inform a style hybrid called "Japandi." Spaces with this aesthetic direction combine natural 
materials and a pared-back color palette, creating interiors that are minimal and warm.  Insight - Contemporary consumers in faced-paced urban centers are looking to balance the demands of their daily lifestyle with a 
comfortable home environment. In this space, many are prioritizing minimalist designs and simple solutions that can optimize and elevate their living situation, without compromising on aesthetic appeal. When these 
needs are met, consumers feel more relaxed and can comfortably recharge for the next day.

Zen Biomimicry Designers infuse elements of nature in one's home to bring a sense of natural peace
Trend - Architects and interior designers integrate nature's healing elements into the comfort of the individual's homes. To replicate a sense of peace and healing that one can find in the outdoors, designers explore 
biomimicry in lifestyle items to bring a sense of peace when it's most needed.  Insight - As the world meets more physical restrictions due to a global crisis, many are confined in their homes for safety precautions. Due to 
this, many consumers are increasingly craving ways to experience the outdoors without exposing themselves to new threats. Consumers find ways to experience the healing elements of plant life or designs found in nature 
incorporated into lifestyle products.

Zero-Carbon Furnishing Furniture brands promise zero or reduced-carbon production
Trend - Furniture brands are prioritizing carbon-neutral production as they look to reduce their environmental impact and market themselves as being friendly to the envrionment, as demand for eco-conscious brands 
grows.  Insight - As eco-consciousness grows among consumers, more are looking for ways they can change their lifestyles and purchase habits in order to reduce their impact. For some, micro changes are the most 
realistic due to cost-restrictions. Those who can afford larger investments are making more macro lifestyle changes in order to adjust.







Zero-Carbon Furnishingo
Furniture brands promise zero or reduced-carbon production

Eco-Friendly Flat-Pack Furniture
The Takt Furniture Brand Promised Net-Zero 

Emissions by 2025

Carbon-Negative Solid Wood Chairs
Foster + Partners Partnered with Benchmark to 

Create OVO Chairs

Carbon-Neutral Work Chairs
The Carbon Neutral Swurve Chair is Lightweight & Easy to 

Sanitize

Upcycled Chopstick Modular Decor
SMILE is a Modular Shelf Unit Made From Repurposed 

Chopsticks

Trend - Furniture brands are prioritizing carbon-neutral production as they look to reduce their environmental impact and market themselves as being friendly to the envrionment, as 
demand for eco-conscious brands grows.

Insight - As eco-consciousness grows among consumers, more are looking for ways they can change their lifestyles and purchase habits in order to reduce their impact. For some, micro 
changes are the most realistic due to cost-restrictions. Those who can afford larger investments are making more macro lifestyle changes in order to adjust.
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Scientific Stayo
Hospitality businesses are partnering with science experts to boost experience

Massive Hotel Aquariums
Four Seasons Resort Hualalai Brings New 

Experiences to the Fore

Adventure-Encouraging Experiences
Hyatt Hotels Corporation Announces 40+ Unique 

'Explor-cations'

Educational Stargazing Hotel Experiences
Hyatt Regency Maui Resort and Spa Boasts a New 

Package

Stargazing Hotel Experiences
The Kimpton Vero Beach Hotel & Spa Offers 

Stargazing on the Sea

Trend - Luxury travel brands are known to rely on unique activities to attract travelers and, most recently, the emphasis has fallen on science-backed experiences that combine education 
and wonder. Hotels are partnering up with scientists and experts to deliver involved and collaborative explorations of surrounding nature.

Insight - When going on vacation, contemporary consumers often look for activities that they can enjoy at their destination and much of this search is motivated by curiosity and the need 
to escape from the mundane. In this space, many are prioritizing activities that will allow them to learn and/or experience something new. This demand is usually driven by a desire to 
enrich one's life and when this is satisfied, consumers feel inspired and energized. 
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Mycelium Accessoryo
Mushroom-based accessories are better for the environment

Biodegradable Waste Material Footwear
The 'Sneature' Shoes are Made with a Blend of 

Materials

Luxury Mushroom Leather Bags
Hermès is Launching a More Sustainable Version of 

Its Victoria Bag

Sustainable Mushroom-Made Helmets
The 'Grow It Yourself Helmet' is Made with Mycelium

Mushroom-Based Shoe Materials
adidas Uses Mushrooms to Reinvent its Stan Smith 

Sneakers

Trend - Mycelium-made clothing materials and packaging are on the rise, and brands are now creating accessories made from this mushroom-based material. Everything from socks to 
hangbags are now being made with fabrics and materials made from mycelium.

Insight - Eco-conscious consumption is on the rise as consumers understand the impact of their purchase habits on the environment. However, consumers also understand that potential 
solutions are more institutional than they are about individual habits, and increasingly expect that brands prioritize sustainability as a result.
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Japandi Expansiono
Hybridization of Scandinavian & Japanese motifs is becoming prominent in design

Hybrid-Style Furniture Collections
Mobilia Embraces the "Japandi" Sensibility in Its 

Newest Line

Hybridized Shop-and-Dine Spaces
Farrells Overhauls a Mesmerizing 19th Century 

Building in London

Harmonious Holiday Home Interiors
Magdalena Keck Works with Japanese, American, and 

Danish Designs

Minimalist Family Holiday Homes
Norm Architects Complete the Perfect Pine-clad Getaway

Japandi-Style Furniture Collections
The 'Lur' Furniture Collection by is Functional

Trend - Furniture brands and interior designers are combining stylistic influences from Japan and Scandinavian countries to inform a style hybrid called "Japandi." Spaces with this 
aesthetic direction combine natural materials and a pared-back color palette, creating interiors that are minimal and warm.

Insight - Contemporary consumers in faced-paced urban centers are looking to balance the demands of their daily lifestyle with a comfortable home environment. In this space, many are 
prioritizing minimalist designs and simple solutions that can optimize and elevate their living situation, without compromising on aesthetic appeal. When these needs are met, consumers 
feel more relaxed and can comfortably recharge for the next day.
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Zen Biomimicryo
Designers infuse elements of nature in one's home to bring a sense of natural peace

Nature-Inspired Standing Mats
The monkii 'STOIC' Active Standing Mat Mimics 

Natural Surfaces

Waterfall-Equipped Lounge Chairs
The Conceptual 'Dhyan' Lounger Can be 

Personalized to Preference

Versatile Vibrant Furniture
KunDesign's Latest Pieces of Outdoor Furniture are 

Nature-Inspired

Naturalistic Branch-Inspired Seating
The 'Branca Chair' is Constructed Using Recovered 

Branches

Trend - Architects and interior designers integrate nature's healing elements into the comfort of the individual's homes. To replicate a sense of peace and healing that one can find in the 
outdoors, designers explore biomimicry in lifestyle items to bring a sense of peace when it's most needed.

Insight - As the world meets more physical restrictions due to a global crisis, many are confined in their homes for safety precautions. Due to this, many consumers are increasingly 
craving ways to experience the outdoors without exposing themselves to new threats. Consumers find ways to experience the healing elements of plant life or designs found in nature 
incorporated into lifestyle products.
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Nature Fabrico
Designers are releasing biomimicry-inspired textiles for use in fashion production

Photosynthetic Clothing
Roya Aghighi Develops Fabrics with Photosynthetic Properties

Animalistic Healthcare Casts
The 'SCALED' Wearable Cast Draws Inspiration from Nature

Seawater Plant-Derived Sustainable Fabrics
SaltyCo is Developing an Eco-Friendly Fashion Solution

Nature-Inspired Biodegradable Fibers
Werewool Seeks to Contribute to a Circular Economy

Trend - Previously, designers were eager to explore the concept of biomimicry in their “fashion as art collections,” which were exclusively reserved for viewing only. Nowadays, more 
brands are making biomimicry-inspired clothing available for purchase.

Insight - Tensions about climate change and its consequences are building up for contemporary consumers and as a result, individuals are looking for ways to mitigate the threat by 
opting-in for more eco-friendly options on the market. In this space, many are turning to technology and design for alternatives and by embracing more cutting-edge concepts in their 
daily purchases, individuals have the ability to enjoy peace of mind and take comfort in the fact that they are living a more sustainable lifestyle. 
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Biomimicked Solutiono
Designers are tapping biomimicry to address the problem of water pollution

Anti-Plastic Pollution Devices
The Floating Coconet is an Innovative Solutions for Clean Waters

Detoxifying Algae-Infused Tiles
The Bio-Integrated Design Lab Boasts a Contaminated 

Water Solution

Ground-Breaking Water Treatments
CLEARAS Water Recovery Inc. is Preparing to Debut Its 

Technology

Saline Water Treatment Projects
The SaltGae Project Looks at Algae's Potential to Treat 

Wastewater

Trend - Designers, companies, and cities are collaboratively working on water solutions and the onus here falls on biomimicry—a design process that harnesses nature-inspired concepts 
to address human problems. These projects are envisioned to clean water for consumption in areas where the resource is scarce or to remove plastic waste.

Insight - As the personal and global consequences of climate change intensify and become better known to consumers, individuals are seeking ways to adapt through the preservation 
and reuse of various resources. For many, addressing pollution takes precedence in this space. Consumers are wary of contributing negatively to the problem and as a result, they are 
looking for peace of mind by seeking out options that are effective and non-disruptive to the ecosystem.
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